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In the first paper in this series [ 181, Leedham-Green and Newman 
make live conjectures, labelled A to E, on p-groups and pro-p-groups. 
These conjectures are of decreasing strength (Conjecture A implies Conjec- 
ture B and so on) and constitute a framework for the classification of finite 
p-groups using coclass as the primary invariant. Conjecture E, that for a 
fixed prime p and positive integer r there are only finitely many 
isomorphism types of abelian-by-finite infinite pro-p-groups of (finite) 
coclass r, has now been proved [ 19,201. Moreover, in these papers, a 
specific bound for this number of isomorphism types is given. It is our pur- 
pose here to investigate: 
Conjecture C. Every pro-p-group of finite coclass is abelian-by-finite. 
Our contribution is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let p he a prime number greater than 3 and let g be a finite- 
dimensional Lie algebra over the field Q, of p-adic numbers. If the group of 
Lie algebra automorphisms of g contains a pro-p-subgroup G such that g is a 
uniserial Z,G-module, then g is abelian. 
Here Z, denotes the ring of p-adic integers and a uniserial module is one 
whose lattice of submodules is totally ordered. From Theorem 1 we obtain 
in particular: 
THEOREM 2. Let p be a prime number greater than 3 and G a p-adic 
analytic, pro-p-group. If the Lie algebra g of G is uniserial, when viewed as a 
Z,G-module via the adjoint action, then g is abelian (and G is abelian by 
finite). 
Moreover we deduce, from Theorem 2, the following result. 
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THEOREM 3. Zf G is a p-adic analytic pro-p-group offinite coclass, where 
p is a prime greater than 3, then G is abelian-by-finite. 
Thus we establish here the truth of Conjecture C (with p > 3) in the 
p-adic analytic case. Recently, Leedham-Green has shown [16] that every 
pro-p-group of finite coclass is p-adic analytic, thereby proving Conjec- 
ture C (for p > 3) in full generality. Further, Leedham-Green [ 171 has 
been able to deduce Conjecture A from Conjecture C. One now has, 
therefore, complete proofs of all live conjectures, except for the primes 2 
and 3. 
Central to the proof of Theorem 1 is the arithmetic theory of Chevalley 
groups over p-adic fields, due to Iwahori and Matsumoto. We now give an 
outline of the proof of Theorem 1. One may assume that a counterexample 
g is simple. The endomorphism ring K of g as a g-module (i.e., the centroid 
of g) is a p-adic number field and g is absolutely simple as a K-Lie algebra. 
If g is a counterexample then so is gx= R@,g for every finite normal 
unramilied extension field Z? of K. By a theorem of Steinberg we may 
therefore assume that g is quasi-split and we may also assume that the 
splitting field, say L, is a fully ramified extension of K. A further reduction 
allows us to assume that K/J is fully ramified, where J is the fixed field of K 
under the action of G. Replacing G by the Sylow pro-p-subgroup of the 
group of J-Lie algebra automorphisms of g given by Iwahori and Mat- 
sumoto theory we then, in the split case, exhibit a trivial G-module section 
of g having composition length at least 2. In fact the composition length of 
this section is usually one more than the rank of g and, when p is coprime 
to IL : KI one obtains, in the general case, a lower bound (usually the rank 
of g plus one, divided by IL : KI) for the composition length of a largest 
trivial G-module section of g. From the classification of simple p-adic Lie 
algebras we read off that this bound is greater than one (except for a 
couple of cases which require some further argument) provided that p > 3. 
This contradicts the uniseriality of g as a H,G-module. 
It was Charles Leedham-Green and Wilhelm Plesken who realised that 
the analytic case of Conjecture C is implied by Theorem 1. I wish to thank 
them for permission to include material relevant to this implication and for 
much friendly advice. 
1. WIDTH 
1.1. Throughout the section on width, G denotes a group and R 
denotes a valuation ring (i.e., a local, principal ideal domain) with quotient 
field K, maximal ideal Z, and residue field E of prime characteristic p. We 
let A = RG, the group ring, and view E also as the simple A-module on 
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which G acts trivially. Say an R-module A4 has finite rank if there is an 
integer n such that every finitely generated R-submodule of A4 may be 
generated by n elements. We denote by ~6’~ the category of A-modules M 
such that M has finite rank as an R-module, every finitely generated A-sub- 
module of A4 is finitely generated over R, and E is the only composition 
factor of M (up to isomorphism). By a composition factor of an A-module 
M we mean here a simple A-module which is isomorphic to a section of M. 
Note that AA is closed with respect to taking submodules, quotient 
modules, and finite direct sums. For XE AA of finite composition length we 
denote this length by f(X). 
DEFINITION. For ME JA, the width We (or simply w(M)) is the 
maximum value of I(X) as X varies over all completely reducible sections 
of x. 
The width of ME -%e, is also the maximum value of the dimension over E 
of Hom,(X, E), as X varies over all submodules of M. From this descrip- 
tion of width and the right exactness of Hom,( -, E) we obtain the 
following. 
LEMMA. Let 0 + M’ + M -+ M” -+ 0 he a short sequence of A-modules 
with M, M’, M” E AA. Then w(M) 6 w(M’) + w(M”) and if the sequence 
splits we have equality. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let L be a ,finite, separable, unramified extension field 
of K and let S be the integral closure of R in L. For ME d.Y, we have 
w,,(M) 2 IL : KI w.yG.(M). 
Proof: Let F be the residue field of S and let X be an SG-submodule of 
M such that w&M) = dim, Hom,,(X, F). Then there is an SG-submodule 
A” of X with IX< X’ such that R= X/X’ is a trivial FG-module of dimen- 
sion w,,(M) over F. Thus x has dimension 1 F : E( wsc(M) over E and 
Horn&X, E) has E-dimension at least IF: El w,,(M). Thus we have 
w,,(M)2IF:E[.w,,(M)=IL: KI.w,,(M) 
as required. 
1.3. We now consider the behaviour of width under base change. For a 
(commutative) ring extension T of a commutative ring S and an 
SG-module M we denote by M, the TG-module TOs M. 
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PROPOSITION. Let S be a valuation ring which is an integral, extension of 
R. Then, for any M E JZRG, we have 
Moreover, equality holds if R is a perfect field and S is an algebraic exten- 
sion field. 
Proof. Let X be an RG-module section of M such that ZM = 0, G acts 
trivially on X, and wRG( M) = w,,(X). Since S is torsion free, and therefore 
flat, over R we have that X, occurs as a section of M, and so 
w,,(X,) 6 w,,(M,). It therefore suffices to show that w,&X) < wsc(X,). 
But we actually have w,,(X) = w&X,) because, since the action of G on 
X is trivial, w,,(X) is the rank of X as an R-module and wsc(X,) is the 
rank of X, as an S-module. 
Now assume that R is a perfect field and S is an algebraic extension field. 
Let T be a Galois extension of R containing S. Applying the inequality so 
far establihsed, with R replaced by S and S replaced by T, we obtain 
Since w&M,) > w,,(M), to establish the equality wsc(M,) = w,,(M) it 
suffices to prove 
WTG(MT) G w,,(W (1) 
for a Galois extension T of R. It is not difficult to convince oneself that 
WTG(MT) = wm(M7-f) f or some finite Galois extension T’ of R contained in 
T so we may (and do) take T to be a finite Galois extension. 
Let Z= Gal( T/R) and set a= TrQR M. We view i@ as a T-space (and 
hence as an R-space) via the rule 1(z Q m) = 1~ @m, for 1 E T, T E I’, m E M. 
We also view fi as an RT-module (resp. TG-module) via 
o(At@m)=a(i)ozQm (resp. x(t@m)=r@xm) 
for 0, r E Z, 2 E T, m E M (resp. x E G, t E Z, m E M). Note that the action of 
Z is T-semilinear and commutes with the action of G. 
There is a monomorphism of TG-modules cp: M,+ &, cp(A@m) = 
Aa, 0 m, for I E T, m E M, where e0 is the identity element of Z. 
Let X and x’ be TG-submodules of M, with x’<X and X/X’ a 
trivial TG-module of T-dimension w,(M,). Put Y= @ gET ocp(X) and 
r= @aei- ocp(X’). Then Y/Y’ is a trivial RG-module. Now let Z= Yr and 
Z’ = ( Y’)r (where Z is the fixed point functor). By [ 1, AG (14.2)], Z is an 
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R-form of Y and Z’ is an R-form of Y’ so that dim, Z= dim, Y, 
dim,Z’=dim, I”, and dim,Z/Z’= Irl w&M,). This proves that 
M’/&wj 2 (rl w,(M,). (2) 
However, @r = (Tr)“@, M, where T is regarded as the natural semilinear 
module (a(,Iz) = a(n) z for (T, z E r, /I E T). Moreover, (TT)’ is an R-form of 
Tr, by [l, AC (14.2)] so that dim,(TT)r=dim.TT= Ifl. Thus fir, as 
an RG-module, is isomorphic to P’OR M, where V is an R-vector space of 
dimension I rl, viewed as a trivial RG-module. Thus fir E @ ~ E ,- M, as an 
RG-module and 
w?G(Jn = lrl . w,,(W. (3) 
Now (2) and (3) give w,&M)> w&M,), proving (1) and thereby 
establishing the proposition. 
1.4. We now want to see what happens to width when G is replaced by 
a subgroup of finite index. 
LEMMA. Let M, FE dRG. and suppose that F is ,free qf rank 1 as an 
R-module. Then we have w ,& M @ R F) = w ,J M). 
Proof: Note that it suffices to prove that 
fifm( V d WA v63R F) 
for every VE AK,. This is because (1) implies 
(1) 
(where F* is the dual RG-module Hom,(F, R)) and MzA4@, FOR F*. 
Let X be a section of V such that 1X=0, G acts trivially on X, and 
wf&f) = w ,&M). Then XOR F is isomorphic to a section of VOR F, by 
the exactness of - OR F, so that w&X@, F) d wRG( VOR F). Thus it suf- 
fices to show that w,,(X) < wRG(XOR F). However, X is a direct sum of 
copies of the trivial module E so it suffkes to show w&E) < w,,(EOR F). 
But this is clear since both sides are equal to 1. 
Let Sz be an algebraically closed field containing K. We say that R con- 
tains the pth roots of unity if {w E 52: up = 1 } is contained in R. 
PROPOSITION. Let ME&~~ and let U be a normal subgroup of finite 
p-power index in G. 
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(i) Zf R contains the pth roots of unity then w,,(M)< 
(G : UI . wRG(M). 
(ii) ZfZM=O then w,,(M)6 IG: Uj .w,&M). 
(iii) In general we have w&M) < (G : Uj(p- 1). w,,(M). 
Proof: (i) By induction on 1 G : UI we may assume that I G : UI =p. 
We have w,,(M)=dim,Hom,,(X, E) for some RU-submodule X of 
M. By Frobenius reciprocity, Horn&X, E) z Horn&XI ‘, E), where 1’ 
denotes the induction functor from R&modules to RG-modules. By the 
exactness of induction, XI’ may be identified with an RG-submodule of 
MI’ so we have w,,(M) < w,,(MI’). By the tensor identity we have 
MI’ z MOR RIG. However, RIG is isomorphic to the group ring R(G/U) 
(regarded as a left RG-module by inflation) so it suffices to show that 
WRG(“@R NGIU)) G P ’ W/s-(M). (2) 
Since R contains the pth roots of unity, every simple K(G/U)-module is one 
dimensional. Hence we have a composition series 0 = IV, < W, < . . . < 
W,, = K(G/U) with dim, Wi/ Wj_ 1 = 1 for 1 < id p. Thus we have filtration 
0= I/,< V, < ... -=z V,= R(G/U) of R(G/U) with Vi= Win R(G/U) and 
Vi/ Vi , free of rank 1 over R, for 1 d i d p. By Lemma 1.1 we get 
W,c(M@, R(G/U)) d i wr7G(“@R (v;/v;- 1)) 
i=l 
and by Lemma 1.4 each w,,(M@, (Vi/V,- ,)) is equal to wRC(M). This 
proves (2). 
(ii) Since IA4 = 0 we may replace R by R/Z= E. But E is a field of 
characteristic p and so certainly contains the pth roots of unity. The result 
follows from (i). 
(iii) Let [ be a primitive pth root of unity, let L = K[c], and let S be 
the ring of integers in L. Then we have w&M) < w,,(M,), by 
Proposition 1.3. Now S contains the pth roots of unity so, by (i), 
w,,(M,) d IG : U( . w&MS). Thus we have w&M) < (G : UI . w&M,). 
Since RG < SG we have w,,(M,) < w&M,) so it only remains to observe 
that Magi < (p - 1). wRG(M,). Th’ IS is true because of Lemma 1.1, the 
fact that S is a free R-module of rank IL : RI, and the fact that 1 L : KI is at 
most p - 1. 
1.5. For a VE ARC which is torsion free over R we shall say that a sub- 
module A4 is a full RG-sublattice if it is a finitely generated RG-submodule 
of maximal R-rank. The following useful result was pointed out to the 
author by Charles Leedham-Green. We do not give a proof but refer the 
reader to [21, Theorem 2.51 for a more general result. 
481/111/2-3 
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LEMMA. Suppose V E A%?‘~, is torsion ,free over R and M is u ,full 
RG-sublattice of V. Let a be the annihilator in RG of the trivial module E. 
Then wKo( V) = 1 (i.e., V is uniserial) if and only if adM = IM, where d is the 
rank of M over R. 
Let S be a commutative ring, Aut(S) the group of ring automorphisms 
of S, and let p: G -+ Aut(S) be a group homomorphism. A skew module 
over S (relative to p) is an S-module on which G acts as additive group 
automorphisms in such a way that x(sm) = p(x)(s) xm, for all x E G, s E S, 
and mEM. 
PROPOSITION. Let L be an unramified Galois extension field qf K of 
finite, p-power degree over K and suppose that there exists a surjective group 
homomorphism q: G ---f Gal(L/K). Let G, be the kernel of q. Let S be the 
integral closure of R in L. Let V be a skew G-module over S with respect to 
the map G -+ Aut(S) induced from cp and suppose that, as an RG-module, V 
belongs to AK,. 
(i) If IV = 0, or if’ R contains the pth roots of unity, then 
WRG( VI 2 WSGo( 0
(ii) Zf V is torsion free over R and w,J V) = 1, then wsco( V) = 1. 
ProoJ: (i) We have 
IG : Gol . w,w( VI 2 ~~rwo( VI 
by Proposition 1.4 and 
wmo( VI 2 IL : 4 . wsGo( 4
by Proposition 1.2. Thus we have 
JG:Gol.w ,A VI 2 IL : 4 . wsoo( 0 (1) 
But JG : G,I = IGal(L/K)I = IL : KI so that (1) gives wRG( V) 3 wSGo( V), as 
required. 
(ii) Let M be a full RG-sublattice of V which is closed under mul- 
tiplication by S (take the S-span of a full RG-sublattice). Let d= rank, M 
and f = JL : KI so that the rank r of M over R is equal to df: Let a be the 
annihilator in RG of E and b the annihilator in SG, of F, where F = S/N, 
regarded as a trivial SG,-module. 
Now bM Z IM and, by part (i), M/ZM is a uniserial SG,-module. Hence 
bM has F-codimension one in M and so bM/IM is the unique 
RG,-submodule of M/IM of E-codimension J: Hence bM= a-‘M. Again, 
bM is a full RG-sublattice of V closed under S-multiplication so we obtain 
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inductively bkM= akfM for every positive integer k. In particular 
b’M = ad&, but this is IA4 by the Lemma. Thus a’M= (SZ) . M so that 
wSGO( V) = 1, by a further application of the Lemma. 
1.6. We now provide a lower bound for width in a very special 
situation. This will be useful in dealing with Lie algebras of type 6D,. 
PROPOSITION. Let G be an affine group scheme of finite type over a per- 
fect field k and suppose that G is reduced, connected, and reductive. Let T be 
a maximal torus of G, U a unipotent subgroup of G(k) (the group of 
k-rational points of G), and let A4 be a finite-dimensional G-module. Then we 
have 
w,,(M) > dim, MT. 
Proof Let 1 be the algebraic closure of k. Then M, = 1 Ok A4 is naturally 
a G,-module (G, denotes the group scheme obtained from G by base exten- 
sion: l[G,] =Z@k k[G]), U embeds in G,(l) (= G(l)), and, by 
PrOpoSitiOn 1.4, WkU(M) = ~,,(kf~). Moreover, T, iS a maximal tOrUS in G 
so we may, replacing k by 1, assume that k is algebraically closed. 
Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G = G(k) containing T= T(k). Then the 
unipotent radical R,(B) of B is a maximal unipotent subgroup of G. The 
maximal unipotent subgroups are conjugate so that some conjugate of U 
lies in R,(B). Thus w,,(M) > wkRuC,,(M) and we may replace U by R,(B). 
Le @ be the set of roots of G with respect o T. The non-zero weights of 
the adjoint representation of T on the Lie algebra Lie(B) of B form a 
system of positive roots @ + in @. There is a natural partial order on the 
lattice of weights X(T) of T: we declare I> p (A, p E X( T)) if 3, -p is a sum 
of positive roots. For 1 E X( T) let MA denote the I-weight space of M with 
respect o T [9, p. 1881. We define M+ to be the sum of the M” with 1> 0. 
Since U is generated by root subgroups, MO@ M+ is a kU-submodule of 
M and (M’@M+)/M+ is a trivial kU-module (by [9, Proposition 27.21). 
Hence 
W/&4) >, dim,(MO@ M+)/M+ = dim, MO = dim, MT. 
COROLLARY. Let G be an affine group scheme of finite type over a 
perfect field k and suppose that G is reduced and connected. Then, for any 
unipotent subgroup U of G(k) we have 
w,,(Lie(G)) 2 rk(G), 
where rk(G) denotes the rank of G. 
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Proof: As in the proof of the Proposition, we may replace k by its 
algebraic closure. The unipotent radical R,(G) of G is a normal subgroup 
scheme so the Lie algebra Lie(R,(G)) is a G(k)-submodule of Lie(G). Thus 
we have 
w&WG)) 2 wku (Lie(G)/Lie(R,(G)) 
= w,,(Lie(G/R,(G)). 
But w,,(Lie(G/R,(G)) = w,U(Lie(G/R,(G)), where 0 is the image of U in 
(G/R,(G))(k). By the Proposition, 
w,&ie(G/R,(G)) > Lie(GIR,(G))T, 
i.e., 
w,&Lie(G/&(G)) > rk(G/R,(G)) = rk(G). 
Hence we have w&Lie(G)) 3 rk(G), as required. 
2. ONP-ADIC LIE ALGEBRAS AND GROUPS 
2.1. In Section 2.1-2.9, g denotes a simple finite-dimensional Lie 
algebra over the field Q, of p-adic numbers. By definition, the centroid K of 
g is the set of g-endomorphisms of g, that is, the set of CD,-linear maps 
I: g + g such that n[X, Y] = [X, J Y] for all X, YE g. The centroid K is a 
finite extension field of Q,, i.e., a p-adic number field, and g is absolutely 
simple as a Lie algebra over K (see [ 13, Theorem 1, p. 291, and 
Theorem 3, p. 2931). Let G be a subgroup of the group Autop(g) of Q,-Lie 
algebra automorphisms of g. For XE G and 1~ K, the Q,-endomorphism 
“2: g + g mapping YES to x2(x-‘Y) also belongs to K. Thus K is a 
Q,G-module. Let J= KG, the fixed field of K. Let R be the integral closure 
of the ring of p-adic integers 77, in J. We denote w,,(g) simply by WC(g) 
and let W(g) be the minimum value of WC(g) as G ranges over all pro- 
p-subgroups of Autop(g). We denote by W,(g) the minimum value of WC(g) 
as G ranges over all pro-p-subgroups of Autop(g) for which K is a fully 
ramified extension of J= KG. 
PROPOSITION. We haue W(g)= 1 ifand only if W,(g)= 1. 
Proof: Of course we have W,(g) 2 W(g) from the definitions. It remains 
to show that if W(g)= 1 then W,.(g) = 1. Suppose that G is a pro- 
p-subgroup of Autop(g) for which WC(g) = 1. Let J= KG and let R be the 
ring of integers in J. Let ,4 be the maximal unramified extension of J in K 
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and let S be the ring of integers in A. Then we have w,,,(g) = 1 by 
Proposition 1.5, where G,, = (x~ G: “3, = 3, for all I E /1}. But K is a fully 
ramified extension of KG0 = n so that W,(g) = 1, as required. 
2.2. For a field extension L of the centroid K of g, we denote by g, the 
Lie algebra L 0 K g. 
PROPOSITION. Let L be a finite, normal, unramified extension of K. Then 
we have W,(g) 2 W(gL). If W(g) = 1 then W(gL) = 1. 
Proof: We have W,(g) = WC(g) for some pro-p-subgroup G of At&(g) 
with K fully ramified over J = KG. Let ,4 be the maximal unramified exten- 
sion of J in L. Then we have the natural isomorphism 
CI: Gal(L/J) + Gal(K/J) x Gal(/i/J). 
The map cp: G --+ Gal(K/J) given by q(x) J. = “1, for x E G, 1 E K, extends to 
a homomorphism $: G -+ Gal(L/J) satisfying CI($(X)) = (C&X), l), for all 
XE G. We thus have a homomorphism q: G -+ Autop(gL) satisfying 
q(x)(n @ Y) = $(x) ,I @ xY, for x E G, 1 EL, YE g. The image of ?j is a pro- 
p-subgroup, H say, of Autop(gL). 
The centroid of g, is L and LH = A. Thus 
Wg,) d WSH(&.)T 
where S is the ring of integers in A. By Proposition 1.2, (A : .I\ . w&g,) < 
w,,(gA whe R is the ring of integers in .I, so we have 
(/1 : .I\ f W(g,) <w&g,). Equivalently, 
In : 4 Wg,) G WRG~iid (1) 
where g, is regarded as a G-module via q: G --) Autop(gL). 
Let {A,, &, . . . . A,> be a J-basis of A. Then {I,, i,, . . . . A,} is a K-basis of 
L and so 
gL= 0 niOg* (2) 
i=l 
Moreover, since +(x) ,I = 1, for XE G, ,I E /1, we have that q(x)(n,@ Y) = 
Ai @ xY, for 1~ i < t, x E G, YE g. Thus (2) is an RG-module decomposition 
and each component is isomorphic to g so, from Lemma 1.1, we have 
WRGkJ = fWRGk). 
But t= l/i : JI so that (1) and (3) imply 
(3) 
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But w,,(g) = W,(g) so we have W(gL) d W,(g), as required. The remaining 
assertion now follows from Proposition 2.1. 
2.3. Without the assumption that L/K is unramitied, the best substitute 
for Proposition 2.2 is the following. 
PROPOSITION. Let L be a finite, normal extension of K. Assume that p is 
coprime to both JL : KI and the order of the automorphism group of 
Gal(L/K). Then we have 
IL : KI . Wg) b Wit,). 
Proof: Let G be a pro-p-subgroup of AutoO(g) with WC(g) = W(g). Let 
J= KG. Then G maps onto Gal(K/J) so that Gal (K/J) is a p-group. The 
hypotheses, together with the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem, imply that 
Gal( L/J) = r x Gal( L/K), 
where r is the subgroup of Gal(L/J) consisting of the elements of p-power 
order. 
Let n be the fixed field of f and let {A,, . . . . ,I,} be a J-basis of II. We 
define, for XEG, a J-linear map cp(x):g,-tg, by cp(x)(A,@ Y)=&OxY 
for each YES, 1 <id t. Then q(x) (XE G) is a /l-Lie algebra 
automorphism and so we have a homomorphism cp: G + Aut,(g,). Let H 
be the image of G in Aut,(gL). Then His a pro-p-subgroup of Autop(gL), L 
is the centroid of g,, and LH = A so we have 
wSHkL) 2 WkL), 
where S is the ring of integers in /i. Equivalently, 
w.~GkL) 2 wkLh (1) 
where G acts on g, via cp. 
Now gr. decomposes, as an RG-module, where R is the ring of integers in 
.I, as @ f= I li@ g and each liO g is isomorphic to g as an RG-module. 
Thus, from (1) above and Lemma 1.1, 
t ’ wRG(g) a w(gL). 
But t = (A : JI = IL : KI and w&g) = W(g) so we obtain 
IL : KI . Wi) 2 Wgd, 
as required. 
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2.4. Let G be a Hausdorff topological group. We say that G has a Sylow 
theory if G has a maximal pro-p-subgroup, Q say, and any pro-p-subgroup 
of G is contained in some conjugate of Q. If G has a Sylow theory, a 
maximal pro-p-subgroup will be called a Sylow subgroup. 
It is easy to convince oneself of the following. 
(1) Let H be a closed subgroup of finite index in G. Then G has a 
Sylow theory if and only if H has a Sylow theory. Suppose that G has a 
Sylow theory, P is a Sylow subgroup of H, and Q is a Sylow subgroup of G 
containing P. Then the index IQ : PI is finite and equal to the p-part, 
IG : HI,, of the index of H in G. 
The important result for us, on Sylow theory, is [ 10, Sect. 31: 
(2) Let G be a semisimple algebraic group defined over K. Then the 
group G(K), of K-rational points, has a Sylow theory. 
Sylow theory will be useful to us in cojunction with the following 
remark. 
(3) Suppose that R is a valuation ring and ME “ltRG. If P, Q are sub- 
groups of G and P is contained in a conjugate of Q, then 
WRQ(W G WRPW). 
2.5. Henceforth, S denotes the ring of integers in K, 9 the maximal 
ideal in S, and F the residue field. We suppose in this subsection that g is 
split (or Chevalley) and recall some of the properties of the associated 
Chevalley groups [S]. 
Let {H,, X,: crud, fly@} be a Chevalley basis of g (see, e.g., [2, 1.23). 
Here @ denotes the root system and A a base of @. Let 
h,= c HH, EGA 
and put 
g,=g,+ +h,+g,, 
the Chevalley E-lattice. For a commutative ring A we put gi = A Oz g,’ , 
with h,, g; defined similarly, and let g, be the A-Lie algebra A 0, g,. 
For an arbitrary field E we shall define groups G, and G> of E-Lie 
algebra automorphisms of g,. For a E @ and n E N, Ad(X,)“/n! (where Ad 
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denotes the adjoint representation) stabilizes g, and we regard it therefore 
as an element of End,&,). For c( E @ and t E E we define an automorphism 
x,,~( t) = 1 t’ 0 Ad(X,)“/n! 
r>O 
of g, and let G& be the subgroup of Aut,(g,) generated by all x&t) 
(c( E @, t E E). Let E* be the multiplicative group of units in E. For each 
XE Hom(Z@, E*) we have an automorphism hE(x) of g, satisfying 
h,&)R,=RZ for crud, and hE(~)XP=~(B)JTP for /?E@, where 8= 
1 @XEgE for XEgL. We set 
H, = {h(x): x E Hom(Z0, E*) > 
and let G, be the group generated by G> and H,. We put G = G, and 
G’ = G& and identify these with subgroups of Aut,(g) via the isomorphism 
g,--+g. 
For each element s of Symm(A), the group of symmetries of the Dynkin 
diagram, we obtain an element i(s) of Aut,(g) such that i(s) H, = H,, and 
i(s) X,=X,, for all CIE A (see [4, p. 571). We denote the image of 
i: Symm(A) -+ Aut,(g) by D. We have, by [25,4.7]: 
(1) Aut,(g) = D . G (semidirect product). 
We also need versions of the above groups over S. Let G, be the group 
generated by 
(xa(t): u E @, t E S> u {h(x): x E Hom(Z@, S*)}, 
where x,(t)=x,,(t), h(x) =A&), and S* is the group of units in S. 
We have the following theorem of Iwahori and Matsumoto [ll, 
Corollary 2.171: 
(2) Gs= (x~ G: xg,=g,) (where g, is identified with the S-span of 
g, in g), and G, is a maximal compact subgroup of G [ 11,3]. 
Let B be the Iwahori subgroup of G, i.e., the subgroup generated by the 
elements 
x,(t) (te.??, uE@+) 
-G(t) (tEs,aE@-) 
h(x) (x E Hom(Z@, S*)). 
Forcr~~weputn,=x,(l)x_,(-l)x,(l)andletNbethesubgroupofG 
generated by HK and the elements n, (a E @). We put G* = G’B (a sub- 
group of G since G’ is the derived subgroup of G) and N* = Nn G*. We 
have: 
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(3) (G*, B, N*) is a Tits system (see [ll, Theorem 2.221, where one 
may also find the involutative generators of N*/B n N*). 
Let P be the subgroup of B generated by 
{xx(t): NE@+, te9} 
(x,(t)xd-, fES} 
{h(x): 1 E Hom(Z@, S*), X(U) = l(p) for all LX E @}. 
Then it is easy to see: 
(4) P= O,(B), the unique maximal normal, pro-p-subgroup of B, 
and P has finite index in B, coprime to p. 
Let Sz be the algebraic closure of K. Then G is a semisimple algebraic 
group defined over K [2, 3.3(l); 26, Theorem 6(a)] and G = GQ(K) (this 
may be deduced from (1) above, or the action of Gal(SZ/K) on G, and the 
usual Bruhat decomposition, see also [ll, Sect. 11). Thus G has a Sylow 
theory, by 2.4(2). Since G* has finite index in G it too has a Sylow theory 
by 2.4( 1). 
(5) (Matsumoto, [lo, Sect. 3, Proposition]) P is a Sylow subgroup 
of G*. 
Since P is normal in B, the normalizer N,.(P) is of the form BYB for 
some Y s N* (by (3) above and [26, 29.2 Theorem (a) and 29.3 Theorem 
(a)]). But B = (P, H), where H = B n N* = {h(x): x e Hom(Z@, S*)} so 
that 1’~ Y implies YE N,,(B). But N,.(B) = B, as (G*, B, N*) is a Tits 
system [9, 29.3 Theorem (c)l, and so B= N,.(P). Hence P has finite, 
p-prime index in its normalizer. Note that P is an arithmetic subgroup of 
G. This is true since it has finite index in B and B is arithmetic (B is 
arithmetic since it has finite index in Gs, as it contains the kernel of the 
reduction map G, -+ AutAg,) by [ 10, Sect. 23 and G, is arithmetic by (2)). 
Let Q be a Sylow subgroup of G* containing P. Since Q is compact it 
stabilizes a lattice in g (cf. [23, LG, pp. 4.3W.321) and so Q < M for some 
arithmetic subgroup M of G. Since P and M are arithmetic IM : PJ < co 
and so IQ : PI is finite. But now 1 Np(P) : PI = 1 since P has p-prime index 
in its normalizer in G* and so P = Q, proving (5). 
(6) G/G* g A/Z@, where n is the lattice of integral weights of hc. 
This follows from Corollary 2.21 and Corollary 2.19 of [ll]. A 
somewhat weak, but none the less useful analogue of (6) is: 
(7) G/G’ is a torsion group of exponent I&??@l. 
This is well known. A proof runs as follows. Let G, be the simply con- 
nected Chevalley group over Sz. Then G, is an algebraic group defined 
over K and one has a short exact sequence of K-groups 1 -+ Z + G, + 
G, + 1, where Z is the centre of G (see [27, Corollary 5, p. 443). The 
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action of Gal(Q/K) on the sequence gives an exact sequence c,(K) + 
G&K) + H’(Gal(Q/K), Z). But c’,(K) is the universal Chevalley group 
over K [2, 3.3(5)] so the image of the first map is the Chevalley group G’. 
Hence G/G’ embeds in H’(Gal(Q/K), Z), which is a torsion group of 
exponent IA/E@1 since Z has exponent IA/Z@l, by [27, p. 453. 
2.6. We retain the assumption that g is split and use the notation of 2.5. 
Further, J denotes a p-adic subfield of K such that K is a normal p-exten- 
sion of J. Let R denote the ring of integers in J. For T E Gal(K/J) we have 
c,~Aut,(g) defined by c,(U)= a(A) X, for 2~ K, XE~~. We let f be the 
subgroup {c : T E Gal(K/J)} of Aut,(g). 
We have a surjective map Aut,(g) + Gal(K/J) given by the action of 
Aut,(g) on the centroid K of g (see 2.1) so we get Aut,(g) = f .Aut,(g) 
(semidirect product). Moreover, r commutes with D so, by 2.5(l), we have 
Aut,(g) = (TX D) . G (semidirect product). (1) 
Note that G* is stable under conjugation by r and D, so 
(f x D) . G* is a subgroup of Aut,(g). (2) 
We denote by rk(g) the rank of g, i.e., the cardinality of A. 
PROPOSITION. (i) For any pro-p-subgroup A4 of (TX D) . G* we haue 
IDpI f w,,(g) > rk(g) + 1, where D, is a Sylow p-subgroup of D. 
(ii) If g=sl,(K) with n > 1, then W(g)32. 
Proof. (i) Since P is a Sylow subgroup of G* (by 2.5(5)) and P is 
stable under conjugation by D and r we have that A = (TX Dp). P is a 
Sylow pro-p-subgroup of (TX D) . G* (by 2.4( 1)). Hence we have 
by 2.4(3). 
We set 
WRMk) z wf7,(g) (3) 
and 
Here ~1~ denotes the highest root. 
In view of the explicit generators for P given in 2.5, it is an easy matter 
to check that A and & are RA-submodules of g and 2 = &/&I is acted 
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on trivially by P. Moreover, S&?= 0 and & has dimension IAl + 1 as an 
F= S/B-vector space. Hence we have 
dim,X=f(ldl + l), (4) 
where f = 1 F : EJ and E = R/(R n 9). Since J is an RA-module section of 
g we have, by (4) above and Proposition 1.4(i), 
IA :&I ‘WRA (JmfW + 11, (5) 
where A, is the kernel of the action of A on 2. Notice that P < A, and 
that A, contains the kernel r,, of the natural map r-+ Gal(F/E). Thus we 
have ID,I.Ir:r,l.~~~(~)~f(Jdl+l),frorn (S).But lr:r,,l=IF:El=f 
so we obtain ID,\ . wRA(X) > \A( + 1 and 
IDpI ’ wR,4k) 2 idi + 1 (6) 
since J? is an RA-module section of g. 
Now (3) and (6) give ID,1 -w,,,,,(g) ark(g)+ 1, as required. 
(ii) We take the usual Chevalley basis for g (see, e.g., [4, 11.2.11). 
We have A = {aI, . . . . a,}, where I+ 1 =n and Xa,=e,,+, for 1 <r<l. We 
are using e,,] to denote the matrix with (i, j)-coefficient 1 and all other 
entries 0. 
Let J be the non-singular n x n matrix 
0 10.. .o 
0010~‘0 
i: I 0 0 . . 0 1 1/7t 0 . . . . 0 
where 71 is a generator of 8. Let y denote the image of J under the natural 
map, G&(K) + Aut,(g), given by conjugation. Note that y E G, since G, is 
the connected component of Aut,(g,) and the image of the map 
GL,(O) + Aut&g,) is connected, as G&(Q) is. Thus YEG,(K)= G. 
Moreover, YE N,(B) and it is not difficult to show that the natural map 
Y = ( y ) + N,(B)/B is injective so one obtains 
N,(B)= Y.B (semidirect product) (7) 
(see [ll, Corollary 2.191). Since G=G*.N,(B) [ll. Corollary 2.211 we 
obtain from 2.5(6) 
G= Y-G* (semidirect product). (8) 
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Also, one may check that Y normalises P from which one obtains, via (8) 
above and 2.4( 1 ), 
Y, . P is a Slylow subgroup of G, where Y,, is the subgroup of Y 
consisting of the elements of p-power order. (9) 
to We shall now prove that W(g) > 2. By Proposition 2.1, it suffices 
show that 
w,,(g) 3 2 ( 10) 
for every pro-p-subgroup M of Aut,,(g) such that K is a fully ramified 
extension of J= KM, where R is the ring of integers in J. Suppose first that 
n = 2. Then ID( = 1, I/i/Z@l = 2, and rk(g) = 1. If p > 2 then A4 is conjugate 
to a subgroup of (TX D) . G* by 2.4(l), 2.6(l), 2.6(2), and 2.5(6). Hence we 
have w,,(g) 3 2 by 2.4(3) and (i) above. Now suppose that p= 2. Then 
M, = Mn (r. G*) has index at most 2 in A4 (by 2.6(l), (2), and 2.5(6)) so 
by Proposition 1.4(iii), to establish (lo), it suffices to show that 
wRMo(g) 3 3. However, r. P is a Sylow pro-p-subgroup of f’. G* so, by 
2.4(3), it suffices to prove 
wR(F. P)(g) 2 3. (11) 
Let JV = 9X,, + SH,, + Xl_. a, and Jlr’= ~JV. Using the explicit 
generators for P given in 2.5, it is an easy matter to check that JV and Jlr’ 
are R(T. P)-submodules of g and Jf/,Y-’ is a trivial module of length 3, 
proving (11). 
We now assume that n > 2. Let @ be the matrix 00. 
!I 
. 0 1 
OO...lO 
loo.‘.0 
and w be the image of E under the natural map CL,(K) + Aut,(g). We 
define z taut, by rX= -w . ‘X for XE~, where t denotes transpose. 
Then t2 = 1 and r E Aut,(g)\G. Moreover, z normalises Y. P so that, from 
(9) above, 2.4(l), and 2.5(l), we have 
Q = (z),, . Y, . P is a Sylow subgroup of Aut,(g) (12) 
(where (z), denotes (7) ifp=2 and 1 ifpZ2). 
Note that if p is coprime to n then (TX Dp). G* contains a Sylow sub- 
group of Aut,(g) and so ID,/ . w,,(g) > n by 2.4(l) and (i) above. Since 
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ID,1 < 2 and n > 3, we get w,,(g) > 2, as required. So for the rest of the 
proof we assume that p divides n. 
It follows from (12) above, 2.4( 1 ), and (1) above that r. Q is a Sylow 
subgroup of Aut,(g). Thus, by 2.4(3), to establish (lo), it suffices to show 
w?(,.Q,k) 2 2. (13) 
Let h = Cf=, ix,. We define 
Then it is not difficult to show (by checking the action of generators) that 
2 and JZ’ (described in the proof of part (i)) are stable under the action of 
r. Q. Let Y = Y/J’ and let cp: 2 -+ Y be the quotient map. Then Y 
decomposes as a direct sum 
of R(f . Q)-modules, where Y, = cp(Sh) and Y; = cp(pX, + Caed SX-,). 
We leave this to the reader to check; an important point to bear in mind is 
that the choice of h ensures that [h, X,] E pg, for all c( E @. Since Y’Y = 0, 
Y is naturally an E(T. Q)-module, where E is the residue field of R, with 
w,(,.~)(~)=w~(~.~)(~). Setting U= {x~r.Q: xf=O for allfEY}, we 
get that Y is an EC-module, where C = (rf Q)/U. Since lY\ < co, C is a 
finite p-group. Hence the fixed point set Y’C # 0 (i = 1,2) by a well-known 
property of modular representations of p-groups (see, e.g., [ 15, I, 
Proposition 9.21). Hence w,=(g) > 1 for i= 1,2 and w~(~.~)(YP)= 
w&Y) B 2 by (14) above and Lemma 1.1. Since Y is a section of g, we 
have M~Rcr.QJg) 3 2, proving (13) and thereby completing the proof of the 
Proposition, 
2.7. There is a complete classification of absolutely simple, tinite-dimen- 
sional Lie algebras over K (see [ 14, 22, 281) from which we require only 
the quasi-split (or Steinberg) ones. We recall now the classification of 
absolutely simple, quasi-split Lie algebras. Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of 
g contained in a Bore1 subalgebra b of g and containing a maximal split 
toral subalgebra. There is a natural action of Gal(B/K) on g, (where Sz is 
the algebraic closure of K). The action stabilises h, and therefore permutes 
the set of roots @ (i.e., the set of non-zero weights of g with respect o the 
adjoint action of h,). The set of non-zero weights of bn forms a system rP+ 
of positive roots. Since Gal(SZ/K) stabilises b,, it stabilises @+ and hence 
the system d of simple roots determined by @J+. Thus we have a 
homomorphsim from Gal(a/K) to the group Symm(d) of symmetries of 
the Dynkin diagram. The kernel of this is Gal(SZ/L), where L is a finite 
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normal extension of K and Gal(L/K) embeds in Symm(d). The field L is 
the splitting field of L (g, is a split Lie algebra). We say that g has type ‘X, 
(with respect to h and h) if IL : KI = f and g, has type X, in the 
Killing-Cartan classification. The isomorphism type of the quasi-split Lie 
algebra g is determined by the isomorphism type of g and the splitting field 
L. The possible types of quasi-split, absolutely simple K-Lie algebras are 
'A, (I2 11, 'A, (132), ‘B, (/32), ‘C, (1>3), ‘D, (1>4), 
2D, (1>4), 3D,, 6D,, ‘E,, 2E,, IE,, ‘E,. 
PROPOSITION. Let g be an absolutely simple, quasi-simple Lie algebra 
over a p-adicjeld K. Zf p > 3 then either W(g) > 1, g has type *A,, or g has 
type 6D,. 
Proof: Let the type of g be ‘X,. If this is ‘A, then W(g)> 1 by 
Proposition 2.6(ii). Thus we may (and do) assume that g does not have 
type ‘A, or 2A,. Let L be the splitting field of g. Since p > 3 and t divides 6 
(by the above list) the hypotheses of Proposition 2.3 are satisfied and we 
get 
*. W(g) 2 W&). (1) 
Let M be a pro-p-subgroup of Autop(gL), J= KM, and let R be the ring 
of integers in J. Then, by 2.5(6), 2.6(l), 2.6(2), and 2.4(l), A4 is conjugate 
in Aut,(g,) to a subgroup of (TX D) .G* (in the notation of 2.5). Hence, 
by 2.4(3) and Proposition 2.5(i), IDpI . W,,(g,)>Z+ 1. But IDpI = 1, since 
p > 3, so we obtain w,,(g,) > 1+ 1. Hence W(gL) 2 I+ 1 and (1) gives 
t. W(g)>l+ 1. 
This now gives, from the above list of possibilities for ‘X,, that W(g) > 1 
or g has type 6D4. 
Remark. The argument shows that W(g) > 1 in most cases if p = 2 
or 3. For example, we obtain that W(g) > 1 if g is split (using 
Proposition 1.4(iii) in the case ‘E6 and p = 3). 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Suppose that p > 2 and g, is an absolutely simple, 
quasi-split Lie algebra over K of type 2A, (with I> 2). Then 2. W(gl) > I+ 1, 
in particular W(g) > 1. 
Proof: Let L be the splitting field of g, and Gal(L/K) = (a). Let 
g=sZ,+,(L) and we assume the notation of Theorem 2.6(ii) (with K 
replaced by L where appropriate). Let 5 be the element rc, of Aut,(g), i.e., 
[(A.%‘) =a(n) t(X), for 2 EL, XE~~. Then c is an involution and we put 
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Z= ([). Since Z acts semi-linearly on g, the fixed subalgebra gz is a 
K-form of g. Moreover, gz is quasi-split and L is the splitting field of gz. 
Thus g, is isomorphic to g so we take g, = gz. 
Let M be a pro-p-subgroup of Autop(g l ) for which 
wk!, ) = WRMk, 1, (1) 
where J= KM and R is the ring of integers in J. As in the proof of 
Proposition 2.3, we get that the action cp: M+ Aut,(g,) extends to an 
action 4: A4 + Aut,(g) in such a way that g r g, 0 g, as R&I-modules, so 
that 
WRtik) = 2 . wg, h (2) 
where fi is the image of @5. Moreover, I@ commutes with Z so that 
fi d Aut,(g)Z. 
Let r= {c,: (T E Gal(L/J) j < Aut,(g), where c, acts on g in the usual way 
(see 2.6) for CJ E Gal( L/K). Now Aut,(g) = (r x D) . G by 2.6( 1) and & is a 
pro-p-group, p # 2, and IDI = 2 so that & < (r. G)“. Now Z commutes 
with I’ and G is Z-stable so we obtain a<r. (G*)=. Yz and so 
fi 6 r. G* . Yz. Further, Y is a cyclic group and Z operates as inversion 
on Y so that Y’ = Yz has order at most 2 and fi< r. G* . Y’. Now r 
decomposes as r = rI x r,, corresponding to the decomposition 
Gal(L/J) = Gal(L/T) x Gal(T/K) for some normal extension T of J (as in 
the proof of Proposition 2.3) and fi is a pro-p-subgroup, p > 2, and 
lr21 = 2 so that fi < I’, . G* . Y’. Now rl . G* is a subgroup of index at 
most 2 and hence normal in rl . G* . Y’ and fi is a pro-p-group with p > 2 
so i@ < r, . G*. Now R < R,, the ring of integers in T, so that 
Since n Q rl . G* we have, by Proposition 2.6(i), w,,&g) 2 1+ 1 so that 
w&&al+ 1. 
Combining this with ( 1) and (2) we get 2 . W(g) > 1+ 1, as required. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Suppose that p > 3. Let g, be an absolutely simple, 
quasi-split Lie algebra over K of type 6D4, with fully ramified splitting field. 
Then W(g,) > 1. 
Proof Let L be the splitting field of g,. Let g be the split Lie algebra of 
type D4 over L. We assume for g the notations of 2.5 and 2.6 (with K 
replaced by L where appropriate). There is an isomorphism 
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0: Gal(L/K) + D. For each (T E Gal(L/K), let [, be the K-automorphism of 
g defined by [,(1X) = a(A) 0(e) X for all 1 EL, XE g,. Then Z= 
{ [,, : (T E Gal(L/K)} . 1s a subgroup of Aut,(g) and the map Gal(L/K) + Z, 
taking e to i,, is an isomorphism. The fixed algebra gz is a K-form of g 
and has splitting field L. Thus we may take g, = g? 
We put B’ = B n G’ and N’ = N n G’. Then G’, B’, and N’ are stable 
under conjugation by Z. Let G3 = (G’)z, B3 = (B’)“, and N’ = (N’)“. Then, 
by [6, 0.11 (see also [7]), 
(G3, B’, N3) is a Tits system. 
With this one may invoke the argument of Matsumoto to obtain, as in 
2.5(5), that the largest normal pro-p-subgroup of B3, say P3, is a Sylow 
subgroup of G3. Moreover, by 2.5(7), G/G’, and hence GZjG3, is a 2-group, 
so 
P3 is a Sylow subgroup of G. (1) 
Now let A4 be a pro-p-subgroup of Auto,(g i ) for which 
~rkl) = WRMk, L (2) 
where K is a fully ramified, p-extension of J= KM and R is the ring 
of integers in J. Since JAut(Gal(L/K)I and IGal(K/J)J are coprime 
we have, as in the proof of Proposition 2.3, a decomposition Gal(L/J) = 
Gal(L/K) x Gal(L/T), for some normal extension T of J contained in L. For 
e E Gal(L/T) we have, in the usual way, a T-map c,: g -+ g satisfying 
c,(nX) = a(n) X for all il E L, XE g,. Since c, commutes with Z we obtain 
E, : g, --) g, , by restriction. Let c = {C,: e E Gal(L/T)}. We claim 
pi . P3 is a Sylow subgroup of Aut,(g,). (3) 
Suppose that Q is a Sylow subgroup of Aut,(g,) containing r, . P’. 
Putting Q,= QnAut,(g,) we have that IQ : Q,l Q IT,/, in view of the 
natural map Aut,(g,) -+ Gal(K/J) (see 2.1). Identifying Q,, with a subgroup 
of Aut,(g), via extension of scalars, we have Q, < G, by 2.5( 1 ), since p is 
coprime to IDI. Hence Q, < GZ. But P3 < Q, and P3 is a Sylow subgroup of 
GZ, by (l), so we must have Q, = P3 and IQ : P3j < IF, 1. Now r, nor- 
malizes B3, and hence P3 and i=, nAut,(g,) = 1 so we obtain 
j~,-P3:P3/=(~,l andsoQ=f;,.P3,proving(3). 
Let SL be the ring of integers in L and 9L the maximal ideal of S,. Let 
9 be the S,-span of the Chevalley basis. For each positive integer n we 
have a short exact sequence 
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of Z-modules. Since IZI and jPL9/9;+ ‘91 are coprime, 
H’(T”, ~~~/~“,+‘~) =0 and we get a surjection (z/g”,+ lY)z + 
(J?‘/~~~)“. By completeness, we obtain that 
is surjective, where 9 = y/PLY. By (2), (3), and 2.4(3), we have 
W,(g) = wR(r, p3j(gl) and since 2 -z is an R(r,. P3)-module section of g, 
we have 
wrk) 2 wR(l-, P3)tgz). 
The action of i=, on 2, and hence on gz, is trivial so that 
W,(g) B W,(=w~ (4) 
where F is the residue field of .I and A is the image of P3 under the map 
P3 -+ Aut&!?z). Since P3 is a pro-p-group and AutApz) is finite, A is a 
finite p-group. For s E SL, YE g,, and aaGal(L/K), 
i,(aY) = a(a) e(a) Y = e(0) Y + (o(a) -a) 8(o) Y. 
Since L/K is fully ramified, o(a) - a E S), so that [,,(uY) is congruent to 
&I(o) Y, modulo ??L dp. Hence, we have pz = PD. Let p be the algebraic 
closure of F and put x = pOF 2 D. It is now not difficult to check, by 
direct calculation, using the Chevalley basis {h,: r E A > u {e,: r E @} given 
in [4, p. 1791, that x is a Chevalley Lie algebra of type BZ. The details are 
left to the reader. By Proposition 1.3, together with (4) above, we have 
Wg) 3 WFAX). (5) 
By [25, 4.5 and 4.71, Aut,(x) is isomorphic to an algebraic Chevalley 
group, C say, constructed from a complex semisimple Lie algebra of type 
B,. We have Lie(C)zx, by [2, 3.3(l)], so that w,(x)= w,,(Lie(C)), 
which is at least 2 by Corollary 1.6. Thus, (5) gives W,(g) > 2, and so, by 
Proposition 2.1, W(g) 2 2, as required. 
Combining now Propositions 2.7 and 2.8 with the above gives the 
following. 
THEOREM. Let K be a p-udic field, with p > 3, and let g be an absolutely 
simple, quasi-split Lie algebra with a fully ramified splitting field. Then we 
have W(g) 2 2. 
COROLLARY. Let K be a p-udic field, with p > 3, and let g be an 
absolutely simple, K-Lie algebra. Then we have W(g) 2 2. 
481/111/2-4 
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Proo$ Let K be the maximal unramified extension of K. Then R has 
dimension 1 [23, II, 3.3(c)] so, by a celebrated result of Steinberg, gK is 
quasi-split [26, 10.2, Corollary (a)]. Hence g,, is quasi-split for some 
finite, normal, unramified extension K, of K. Since W(g) b W(gK,), by 
Proposition 2.2, we can assume that g is quasi-split. Let L be the splitting 
field of g and K’ the maximal unramified extension of K in L. Then 
W(g) 2 W(g,,), by Proposition 2.2, so we may replace g by g,,. But now g 
is a quasi-split Lie algebra with a fully ramified splitting field. Hence 
W(g) > 2, by the Theorem. 
Remark. We have shown that for any simple, finite-dimensional Qe,-Lie 
algebra g (with p > 3) and pro-p-group G of Q,-Lie algebra 
automorphisms, g is not uniserial as a Z,G-module. By suitably modifying 
the proof one obtains the same assertion with Qep replaced by an arbitrary 
p-adic field J and h, replaced by the ring of integers in J. 
2.10. We now obtain the results announced in the introduction. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Observe that if V is a finite-dimensional Qep vector 
space and G is a pro-p-subgroup of GL( V) such that V is a uniserial 
Z,G-module then V is irreducible as a Q,G-module. Let W# V be a 
Q,G-submodule and let A4 be a H,G-lattice in V. Then, A4 n W sp”M for 
every n, since the alternative, p”M E A4 n W, is impossible as the H,-rank of 
M is greater than that of A4 n W. Therefore Mn WE fina 1 p”M = 0, 
Mn W=O, and W=O. 
Let s be the soluble radical of g. If s # 0 then s = g, since s is G-invariant 
and g is an irreducible Q,G-module. Moreover, we must have that the 
derived subalgebra [s, s] is 0 for the same reasons. Hence g is abelian, as 
required. 
This leaves the case in which g is semisimple. Now 
g=g,o ..’ og, 
is a direct sum of its minimal ideals and these ideals are permuted by G. 
Thus gj= tigl, for a system of coset representative {t,, . . . . tn} of the 
stabilizer H of g, in G. Now if D, E are Z,H-submodules of g,, 
D* = @I= i tiD and E* = O;= 1 ti E are Z, G-submodules of g. By 
uniseriality, one is contained in the other, say D* GE*. But this forces 
D < E so that g, is a uniserial h,H-module. Hence we may, and do, assume 
that g is a simple Q,-Lie algebra. 
Let K be the centroid of g, J= KG the fixed field, and let R be the ring of 
integers in J. Then Z,c R so that W+,(g)2 w,,(g). But w,,(g) 2 
W(g) 3 2, by Corollary 2.9. Thus, the width of g as a Z,G-module is at least 
2 and g cannot be uniserial. 
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Thus Theorem 1 is true. As a special case we obtain that the Lie algebra 
g in Theorem 2 is abelian and so (e.g., by [24, LG, V, Sect. 7, 
Corollary 43) G is abelian-by-finite. It remains to prove Theorem 3. This 
follows from Theorem 2 and the next result. This is due to Leedhamxreen 
and Plesken though the development we give here is independent. 
THEOREM. Le G be an analytic pro-p-group of finite coclass. Then the Lie 
algebra g of G is a uniserial Z,G-module, with respect to the adjoint action. 
We begin by recalling some properties of linear, p-adic Lie groups. 
A systematic account of p-adic Lie groups is to be found in [24]. 
We put K= Q, and H = CL,(K), where n is a fixed positive integer. Let 
0 be the structure sheaf on H. The Lie algebra Lie(H) as a K-space (i.e., 
the tangent space at the identity e) is the set of derivations of the stalk 0=,, 
that is, the set of K-maps 6: 0+, -+ K such that 6(fg) =f(e) 6(g) + S(f) g(e) 
for all f, g E oe. The coordinate functions X, (1 < i < n, 1~ j < n) belong to 
O(H) and, for each (i, j), there is a derivation E, taking f E Q. to aflaX,\.. 
We identify Lie(H) with g/,(K) in the usual way, i.e., via the K-map taking 
E, to the matrix with 1 in the (i, j)-positition and O’s elsewhere. The map is 
an isomorphism of Lie algebras and respects the H-actions given by the 
adjoint representation and matrix conjugation. 
Now let G be a closed subgroup of H and identify Lie(G) with a sub- 
algebra of gZ,(K) via the differential of inclusion i: G + H. We define G, 
(resp. H,) to be the set of x E G (resp. x E H) such that x - 1 EP .gl,(Z,). 
The maps log: H, -p.gl,(E,) and exp:p.gZ,(Z,)+H,, defined by the 
usual formulae, are inverse analytic isomorphisms. 
(1) If x E G, , then log(x) E Lie(G). 
Let X= log(x). We have an analytic homomorphism cp: Z, --t G given by 
q(m) =exp(mX). The Lie algebra of h, is spanned by D, where 
D(f) = iTf/&l,, for germs f of analytic functions at 0, and where t(m) = m, 
for all rnE Z,,. One may easily check that the differential 
dq: Lie(Z,) + Lie(G) sends D to X. 
(2) Let L be a h,-Lie lattice in p . gZ,(H,). Then exp(L) is a closed 
subgroup of H, and Lie(exp(L)) is the K-span all 
The Campbell-Hausdorff formula shows that exp(L) is a subgroup. 
Since L is compact, exp(L) is compact and hence closed. Now log and exp 
define inverse analytic isomorphisms o that the dimension of H is equal to 
the rank of L. By (l), L = log(exp(L)) is a lattice in Lie(exp(L)) so we 
must have that Lie(exp(L)) is the K-span of L, by dimensions. 
We now start on the proof of the Theorem. Recall that the coclass of a 
finite p-group P is f - c, where 1 P( = pf and c is the nilpotency class. A pro- 
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p-group has finite coclass if there is a uniform bound on the coclass of its 
finite images. A pro-p-group G of finite coclass has a finite hypercentre, J 
say, and in the quotient G/J, every non-trivial closed normal subgroup is 
open (see [ 18, p. ZOO]). 
Let G and g be as in the Theorem. If G is finite then g = 0 and there is 
nothing to prove. We assume that G is infinite. Let 2 be the centre of G. 
Then Z is finite. Thus Lie(Z) = 0 and we obtain an isomorphism, of G = 
G/Z-modules, Lie(G) -+ Lie(G) (see [24, LG, V, Sect. 2, 41). Hence we may 
replace G by G. Since the hypercentre of a pro-p-group of finite coclass is 
finite, after a finite number of replacements of this sort, we may assume 
that G has a trivial centre. 
Now consider the adjoint representation Ad: G -+ Aut(g). Let N be the 
kernel of Ad. By [ 18, Sect. 4, p. 2001, either N= 1 or N is open. If N is 
open then Lie(N) = Lie(G) and, since N acts trivially on Lie(G), we must 
have that g is abelian by [24, LG, V, Sect. 3, 4-J. Thus, G has a an open 
subgroup isomorphic to (Z,)‘, for some integer s. In this case G has a 
faithful linear representation over Q,. If N = 1 then Ad is a faithful linear 
representation. Hence we may assume that G is analytically isomorphic to 
a subgroup of CL,(K), for some n. By [24, LG, IV, Appendix 1, 
Theorem 11, we may, and do, take G to be a closed subgroup of GL,(Z,). 
We identify g with a Lie subalgebra of g/,(K), as above. Let M= 
Lie(G) ngl,(Z,), a Z,G-lattice in Lie(G). To show that Lie(G) is a uniserial 
E,G-module it s&ices to show that the set of finitely generated 
Z,G-submodules is totally ordered by inclusion. Since Lie(G) = IJ, l n p”M, 
it is enough to show that M is a uniserial Z,G-module. Further, we claim 
that it suffices to show that the set of open Z,G-submodules of M is totally 
ordered by inclusion. Suppose that A and B are submodules of M. If the set 
of open submodules is totally ordered then there is an infinite set S of 
positive integers such that A +p”Mc B + pSM for all s E S, or B + 
p”Mc A +p”M for all s E S. We suppose that the first option holds. Every 
Z,-submodule of a Z,-lattice is closed so we have A = fl,, s (A +p”M), 
B= flseS (B +p”M), and A & B. This proves the claim. 
We are now required to prove that for open Z,G-submodules A and B of 
M we must have A < B or B < A. Choose s such that p”Md A and 
p”M< B. We then have p2sM< p”A d p”M and so 
[p”A, p”A] < p’.‘[M, M] < p”M< @A. 
Thus p”A (and similarly p”B) is a Lie lattice. Replacing A by p”A and B by 
p”B, it suffices to prove that, for G-invariant open, Lie lattices A and B in 
M, we have A <B or B< A. Now, by (2) above, exp(A) and exp(B) are 
closed subgroups of H, (where H= CL,(K)) and Lie(exp(A))= 
Lie(exp(B)) = Lie(G). By [24, LG, V, Sect. 2, Corollary 11, there is a group 
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U contained in exp(A), exp(B), G and open in all three. For k B 1 we have 
exp(#A) = (x$: x~exp(A)}. Since U is open in the pro-p-group exp(A) 
we have exp(#A) < U for all k sufficiently large. Hence we may choose k 
so that exp(pkA), and similarly exp(pkB) lies in G. Replacing A and B by 
#A and pkB we may assume that exp(A) and exp(B) are open subgroups 
of G. 
For r > 1, we denote by y,(G) the rth term of the descending central 
series of G. The groups y,(G) are open and there exists an integer m such 
that ly,(G)/y,+ ,(G)I =p for all r >m [18, p. 2003. Moreover, one may 
easily deduce that each normal open subgroup of G in y,(G) has the form 
y,(G) for some r 3 m. For t sufficiently large, exp(p’A), exp(p’B) <y,(G) 
so that exp(p’A ), exp(p’B) are terms of the central series and one is 
contained in the other, say exp(p’A) dexp(p’B). Taking log now gives 
p*A $ p’B and so A 6 B, as required. 
Hence the Theorem is proved and so also is Theorem 3. 
Nore added in proof I am extremely grateful to Professor J. Tits for showing me in great 
detail 4bw B&hat-Tits theory (Groupes reductifs sur un corps local, I Donnees radicielles 
valdes, and II Schemas en groupes existence dune donnte radicielle valute, Inst. Haufes 
Ijtudes Sci. Publ. Math. 41 (1972), 5-251) may be used to give shorter proofs of more precise 
versions of the principal results of this paper. It is hoped that these will be exploited in further 
developments in this branch of p-group theory. 
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